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Freeman's realized $2.5 million with the auctions of Americana and the USS Constitution 
Colors

A 13-star American Naval color flag, center, from the late 18th/early 19th century is on display amongst other flags at Freeman's auction house. AP Photo/Matt 
Rourke.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.- Freeman's marathon day of auctions on April 30--American Furniture, Silver, Folk & Decorative Arts and the Historic USS 

Constitution Colors from the Collection of H. Richard Dietrich Jr.-was a resounding success realizing a combined total of $2.5 million. Provenance, 

uniqueness and overall high-quality generated excitement and interest from new and veteran collectors as well as institutions at home and abroad. 

The eleven USS Constitution flags were 100% sold. Top lots included a rare 31-star United States Ensign of the USS Constitution, circa 1851, inscribed 

'Constitution No. 1' and a rare Commodore's Broad Pennant from the USS Constitution, circa 1837 inscribed 'Constitution bradd pendend' each achieving 

$158,500. 

$1.74 million achieved in Freeman's American Furniture, Silver, Folk & Decorative Arts auction

Yesterday's sale of American Furniture, Silver, Folk & Decorative Arts, due to the provenance, uniqueness and overall high quality of the property, 

generated excitement and interest among American and International institutions, private collectors, and dealers. The audience was broader than usual, 

with participation from 11 countries and new clients comprising more than 10% of the auction registration. The sale ultimately realized more than $1.74 

million dollars, and was well attended with highly active in-room, telephone, and internet bidding. 

Lynda Cain, Vice President, American Furniture, Silver & Decorative Arts, commented: "It was an exciting day and we are pleased, not only with the 

auction record achieved for the Spitler blanket chest, but also with the solid prices achieved throughout the sale. The combination of fresh, interesting 

property with significant provenance always sparks interest." 

The top lot, a rare painted and decorated yellow pine blanket chest, attributed to Johannes Spitler (1774-1837) of Massanutten, Virginia, circa 1800 (lot 

536, estimate $80,000-120,000), was with the consignor's family for four generations before it came to Freeman's. The blanket chest sparked spirited 

bidding and finally achieved $350,500, more than four times its low estimate. The client commented after the sale: "My family is thrilled with the results. 
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Lynda Cain was extremely helpful and knowledgeable." Another rare blanket chest, a diminutive Queen Anne walnut blanket chest-on-frame, probably 

Philadelphia, circa 1760 (lot 339, estimate $3,000-5,000), also performed exceedingly well, realizing $46,875 to a bidder on the phone. Other highlights 

include the Charles Carroll Chippendale mahogany metamorphic architect's desk, Anglo/Irish, circa 1770 (lot 393, estimate $15,000-25,000), achieved 

$71,500 after a lengthy battle between a bidder in the room and one on the phone; while a watercolor of the Interior of the J.S. Russell Whale Oil and 

Lamp Store, 55 Chestnut St., Philadelphia by Joseph Shoemaker Russell (1795-1860) (lot 347, estimate $2,500-3,500) proved popular, ultimately selling 

for $23,750. 

Three collections of private estate property added historical significance and diversity to the sale. Property from the estate of Janet Brown included tasteful 

and distinctive 20th century furniture and silver. The collection of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Wister of Oldwick, New Jersey offered American and English 

furniture and decorative arts, many associated with the historically prominent Philadelphia family and with the National Historic Landmark, Grumblethorpe. 

Highlights from the Wister collection included an autograph letter signed, George Washington (lot 137, estimate $15,000-25,000), which realized $35,000; 

a life-sized silhouette of Sarah (Sally) Wister (1760-1804) (lot 189, estimate $2,000-3,000) illustrated right, her only known likeness, which achieved 

$27,500; a mourning picture for Captain Thomas Smalley by Hannah K. Smalley (lot 166, estimate $2,000-3,000), which brought $11,875; and a 

Chippendale mahogany bracket clock by John Childs (active 1813-1847), Philadelphia, PA, circa 1825 (lot 180, estimate $3,000-5,000), which achieved 

$19,200. 

The collection of Virginia H. Knauer, well-known and respected collector and consumer advocate from Washington, DC, was the largest estate in the sale 

and included exceptional furniture from Philadelphia, Ireland and England and fine decorative arts, including a highly desirable collection of Chinese 

Export porcelain. Notable lots included two marble and carved Irish tables, 18th century (lot 244, estimate $1,000-1,5000 and lot 258, estimate $2,000-

4,000), which sold for $17,500 and $33,750, respectively; a uniquely small walnut corner cupboard, Pennsylvania, circa 1800 (lot 296, estimate $1,000-

2,000) that brought $25,000; a Chippendale carved mahogany fire screen, England or America, circa 1770, that brought $21,250; and a Chippendale 

carved walnut side chair, Philadelphia, PA, circa 1770 (lot 260, estimate $6,000-9,000), that achieved $16,250. 

Standout works of silver were all unique items made by the Gorham Corporation: an impressive sterling silver centerpiece ornamented with elephants, 

dating from the late 19th century (lot 31, estimate $8,000-12,000) illustrated above, realized $25,000; a fine five piece sterling silver tea service, 1869 (lot 

39, estimate $5,000-7,000 ), achieved $8,960; a 20th century punch bowl (lot 40, estimate $4,000-6,000) brought $7,500 and an impressive early 20th 

century sterling silver repousse presentation bowl (lot 64, estimate $3,000-5,000) sold for $6,875. 
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Immersive exhibition of China's terracotta warriors opens at Discovery Times 
Square

Incredible Hulk and Jabba the Hutt: Pop-performance artist up for UK's Turner 
Prize 

Fourth major exhibition in an ongoing series on the life and work of Pablo Picasso 
opens at Gagosian Gallery

Lauded by Lawrence of Arabia for their beauty, Syria's cultural treasures latest 
uprising victim 

Weegee photographs to feature at Kaminski Auctions inaugural photography sale 
to be held May 16th 

MOCA honors Annie Leibovitz with Award to Distinguished Women in the Arts 

Museum of Modern Art premieres first U.S. exhibition of photographic project by 
Taryn Simon

The Crisis Commission: The Auction; Premium contemporary art to be sold in 
unrivalled & exclusive gala

Important textile from the prophet Muhammad's tomb donated to the Ashmolean 
Museum

Kate Moss donates picture of herself by Sølve Sundsbø to NSPCC auction at 
Bonhams

Photographer Dan Burkholder's "A Gold Standard" opens at John Cleary Gallery 
in Houston

Vancouver Art Gallery announces major acquisitions to its permanent collection

Freeman's realized $2.5 million with the auctions of Americana and the USS 
Constitution Colors

College students move from the classroom to the Smithsonian

An extensive collection of works of art offered for sale by the Morrocco family

Ceramics & silver from around the globe highlight Matthew Barton's May sale

First solo museum exhibition of Molly Zuckerman-Hartung opens in Chicago

Peter Blum Gallery presents an exhibition highlighting recent films by four artists

European design history "weaves" its way into the heart of Al Quoz

Today's News

1.- Highlights From The Black Swamp Find of 1910 E98 Baseball 
Cards Set to lead Heritage Auctions event

2.- MOCA's past and future: Eli Broad talks about the recent 
departure of top curator Paul Schimmel

3.- New Vuitton-Kusama collection is a frenzy of dots

4.- 1904 letter launching America's Saint-Gaudens' 1907 coinage 
redesign to be auctioned at Heritage Auctions

5.- Joan Miró's masterpiece Peinture (Étoile Bleue) sells for 
$36.9m setting a world record

6.- Exhibition at Camera Work offers an insight into fashion 
photographer Steven Klein's work

7.- Jane Austen's ring sells for five times estimate in Sotheby's 
English Literature Sale 

8.- Exclusive collection of dynamic portraits of rock icon Bruce 
Springsteen on view at Proud Chelsea

9.- Gustav Klimt's 150th anniversary offers an opportunity to see 
Vienna's collection in its entirety

10.- Choreographers, composers, poets and visual artists respond 
to paintings by Renaissance master Titian
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